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1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Respiratory viruses target particular host cells from the sinus cavity to the alveolar ducts and cause a variety of ailments. These ailments, including influenza-like illness (ILI), defined by the symptoms of fever, cough, and a runny nose, can only be reliably distinguished through laboratory testing ([@bib11]). In addition to being clinically indistinguishable, co-infection with multiple viruses is not uncommon; one study found 23% of patients with ILI were co-infected with at least two pathogens ([@bib60]). In the U.S., acute lower respiratory infection accounts for 14% of mortality among children under 5 years old ([@bib6]), and about half of children visits to a primary care doctor or hospital ([@bib68]). Globally, acute respiratory infections are a leading cause of death in children ([@bib47]; [@bib48]; [@bib77]), in part due to indoor air pollution ([@bib51]; [@bib72]) and under-nutrition ([@bib6]). Excluding influenza, other respiratory viruses (ORVs) can produce severe illness in children and the elderly; even in adults, ORVs can produce more hospitalizations than influenza ([@bib19]). In this paper, we simulate and estimate key epidemiological characteristics of four common respiratory viruses: respiratory syncytial virus, respiratory adenovirus, rhinovirus and parainfluenza. [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the estimated contribution of each of these viruses to ILI.Table 1Contribution of ORVs to ILI.Table 1Respiratory VirusEstimated percent of ILIRespiratory syncytial virus3--29% ([@bib60]); 16.6% ([@bib46]); 19.6% in adults ([@bib3]); 31% among ≤6 yrs ([@bib35])Respiratory adenovirus0.4--4% ([@bib77]); 4.7 ([@bib1]); 7--8% ([@bib7]; [@bib53]; [@bib56]); 7--12% ([@bib60]); 14.11% ([@bib46])Rhinovirus3--45% any season ([@bib60]); 25% among ≤6 yrs ([@bib35])Parainfluenza virusPIV 8--13% ([@bib60]); PIV 1--3: 5% ([@bib49]);\
PIV 1: 2.6--18.5% ([@bib31]); PIV 1--2: 3.6--21% ([@bib31])\
PIV 1: 56% ([@bib26]); PIV 1--3: 9.25% ([@bib46])

1.1. Clinical description of the four respiratory viruses {#sec1.1}
---------------------------------------------------------

Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) infects the bronchiole tubes in the lungs, causing bronchiolitis. RSV is the most common respiratory ailment in infants under one year of age ([@bib21]; [@bib25]; [@bib28]; [@bib44]), and is also prevalent in older ages ([@bib13]; [@bib14]). RSV has been found to infect up to 29% of children with respiratory symptoms ([@bib38]). It has a very low asymptomatic rate among the very young ([@bib35]), but can manifest as mild ILI or be asymptomatic among adults ([@bib54]). [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} provides estimates of key epidemiological characteristics for RSV, including duration of illness, *D*, and the basic reproductive number, *R*~*0*~, which were derived from clinical and challenge studies of healthy individuals. RSV is symptomatic for roughly a week. Modeling work has estimated the force of infection or *R*~*0*~ within a range of 1.7--8.2, in part depending on the model structure and whether age stratification was included ([@bib63]; [@bib64]; [@bib65]; [@bib74]; [@bib75]; [@bib76]).Table 2Summary of clinical studies of each respiratory virus and estimates of the epidemiological parameters *D* and *R*~*0*~. We were unable to find an estimate of *R*~*0*~ for respiratory adenovirus. Where data were available, we show the mean estimate from each paper.Table 2*D* (days)*R*~*0*~Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV)**Mean: 7.3;**\
5--10 ([@bib27]); 11.2 shedding detected by PCR ([@bib54]); 4.5 by antibody detection ([@bib55]); 6 inferred by modeling ([@bib65])\
Assumed in prior modeling studies: 10.14 ([@bib75]); 5--10 with progressive immunity ([@bib63]); 9 ([@bib76])**Mean: 4.5;**\
1.1--2.1 SIRS model ([@bib75])\
8.9--9.2 SIRS model with age structures ([@bib63])\
2.3--8.9 SIR model ([@bib74])\
3.0 ([@bib65])\
2.18 ([@bib64])\
1.2--9.5 ([@bib76]) depending on model structure\
1.6 ([@bib45])Respiratory adenovirus (rAD)**Mean: 7.7;**\
With treatment: 5.5 ([@bib43]); 10.6 ([@bib33]); 7 ([@bib1])Cross-infection with adenovirus 7 h type: 55% ([@bib58])Rhinovirus**Mean: 7.7;**\
3 ([@bib9]); 7.4 ([@bib24])\
10 ([@bib59]); ill 7--9, shedding \> 10 ([@bib10])1.5 family members infected ([@bib61]); 36% volunteers infected (small sample) ([@bib30]); 95% infected, 74% developed a cold ([@bib23]); 74--90% volunteers developed a cold ([@bib8]); 1.2 from simulation ([@bib45])Parainfluenza virus (PIV)**Mean: 9.8;**\
All subtypes: 3--17 d ([@bib31]);\
PIV1: 4 d\
PIV2, PIV4: 6--13 d ([@bib31]);\
PIV3: 9--10 d ([@bib15]); 16 d to zero shedding after given vaccine ([@bib4])2.7 from simulation ([@bib45])

Respiratory adenovirus (rAD) can cause bronchiolitis, croup, and pneumonia, and infects 70%--80% of children by age 5 ([@bib1]). Children have been found exposed to an average of 3.4 rAD serotypes by age two, with the highest incidence in infants aged 6--12 months ([@bib57]). Up to 14% of patients with ILI were rAD positive ([@bib46]). As listed in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, untreated, rAD patients are infected for more than a week. A highly contagious strain, 7 h, can infect 55% of contacts ([@bib58]).

Rhinovirus, an enterovirus, is most associated with a mild upper respiratory tract infection, especially a runny nose ([@bib18]). Nearly half of acute respiratory infections in infants have rhinovirus ([@bib42]). Rhinovirus has a high asymptomatic rate, estimated between 15% and 30% in children ([@bib36]; [@bib37]; [@bib5]; [@bib17]), and as much as 50% in adults ([@bib62]). ([@bib35]). In temperate climates, rhinovirus outbreaks have been observed to peak in the fall and early spring ([@bib24]; [@bib34]). All three serotypes have been found in each season, albeit sometimes on an alternating basis ([@bib34]; [@bib39]; [@bib50]; [@bib67]). Investigations continue to tease apart the contribution of each serotype to the seasonal pattern of rhinovirus ([@bib39]). Rhinovirus infections can last up to two weeks, and are easily spread among family members ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}).

Parainfluenza virus (PIV) serotypes 1 and 2 cause croup symptoms (seal barking cough caused by infection of vocal cords) and infect most children by age five. PIV types 1 and 2 are responsible for an estimated 250,000 hospital visits and 70,000 hospitalizations ([@bib32]). PIV type 3 is the second most common cause of acute respiratory infection after RSV, and also causes bronchiolitis and pneumonia; most children get PIV-3 by age two ([@bib20]). PIV type 4 is detected less frequently in sick patients ([@bib16]), although serological data show that PIV-4 circulates widely ([@bib31]). PIV also infects older generations and those with a weakened immune system ([@bib16]). PIV-3 infections tend to last longer than a week, whereas PIV 1--2 infections usually clear within a week ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). We were unable to find estimates of *R*~*0*~ for any PIV subtypes.

1.2. Modeling work and aims {#sec1.2}
---------------------------

Of the four respiratory viruses to be examined here ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), most prior studies have simulated RSV, using either a compartmental structure or more complicated model form ([@bib63]; [@bib65]; [@bib75]; [@bib76]). Most likely, the work on RSV has been driven by its severity in infants and seasonal regularity. Recently Levy et al. ([@bib45]) used a compartmental model in conjunction with twitter data, viral specimen data, and a matching pursuit decomposition approach to simulate nine respiratory pathogens producing ILI signal in England. In this paper, we use a compartmental model, data assimilation methods, and specimen data to simulate RSV, rAD, rhinovirus, and PIV subtypes and estimate epidemiological transmission parameters for each of these four viruses. Among the four viruses, outbreaks range from those that occur with regular, highly seasonal epidemic curves (e.g. RSV) to those with highly unstructured chains of transmission (e.g. rAD), where patterns only emerge at coarser temporal or geographical resolution.

2. Methods {#sec2}
==========

2.1. Data {#sec2.1}
---------

Specimen data, sampled using antigen detection, viral culture, and PCR testing, were provided by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), as reported through the National Respiratory and Enteric Virus Surveillance System (NREVSS). Data were available from 2004 to 2014 at the Census Division and Health and Human Services geographic regions in the United States. Rhinovirus samples were mainly tested using PCR-assay, and were only available in adequate volume since 2009 (i.e. at least ten tests per week). In this paper, we study positive specimen tests divided by the total number of tests performed each week in each region. The age structure of those tested was not available. [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the mean outbreak for all each regional groupings and years. The shaded region indicates fraction positive data within 25--75% percentiles.Fig. 1The mean outbreak across each Census Division and HHS region and year from 2004 to 2015 (rhinovirus dates: 2009--2015). The shaded region shows the data quartiles, and the dotted lines show the extremes.Fig. 1

For each virus type or subtype, we simulated each individual seasonal outbreak; thus, we modeled 19 overlapping geographical areas and 10 outbreak seasons for RSV, rAD, and PIV, and five seasons for rhinovirus. We simulated outbreaks of rhinovirus beginning in the fall and winter separately. We also grouped PIV types 1 and 2, and simulated PIV type 3 separately, due to PIV\'s marked seasonal variation by subtype; we did not include PIV type 4 due to a low number of positive tests ([S1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} Fig). [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} shows the Julian calendar weeks used to define the period of simulation for each virus. As shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, mean outbreak structure differs among the viruses, ranging from regular outbreaks of RSV to highly irregular incidence of rAD. By separately simulating these four virus types, we can estimate the epidemiological characteristics of each, including the force of transmission.Table 3Julian calendar weeks simulated for each virus.Table 3Respiratory VirusRSVAdenovirusRhinovirus winterRhinovirus fallPIV1-2PIV3Weeks simulated37--261--525--3230--5215--141--52

2.2. Compartmental model {#sec2.2}
------------------------

We used a susceptible-infected-recovered (SIR) compartmental model to represent transmission dynamics. As previously described for simulation of RSV outbreaks ([@bib65]), the SIR model structure is as follows:$$\frac{dS}{dt} = - \frac{R_{0}\ IS}{DN}$$$$\frac{dI}{dt} = \frac{R_{0}\ IS}{DN} - \frac{I}{D}$$where *S* is the susceptible population, *I* is the number of infected, $R_{0}$ is the basic reproductive number, *D* is the mean infection period, and *N* is the size of the population. *N* was held constant at an arbitrary size of 500,000 people.

2.3. Mapping fraction positive to number infected in the population {#sec2.3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

To estimate the incidence in a population of arbitrary size *N*, the positive fraction of specimen tests were multiplied by both *N* and a scalar γ. Generally, γ scales *N* to the actual population sampled in NREVSS regional 'catchments', including the number of reporting NREVSS laboratories and the population served by each laboratory. We found γ ranging from 0.02 to 0.05 produced posterior outbreaks with lowest RMSE for the six outbreak types, and γ = 0.02 produced the lowest RMSE summed across all six viruses.

2.4. Inference of parameter and state variables {#sec2.4}
-----------------------------------------------

We used the ensemble adjustment Kalman filter (EAKF) to infer parameter and state variables during model integration ([@bib2]; [@bib40], [@bib41]; [@bib65]; [@bib69]; [@bib70]). The EAKF generates posterior distributions by taking a weighted average of the prior distribution and observations, weighting the two estimates based on the variance of the observed model variable (here incidence), estimated directly from the ensemble of simulations, and the error variance of the observational data stream (*OEV*), estimated as:$$OEV = \ OEV_{0}\  + \ \frac{{\overline{OBS}}^{2}}{a}$$

The initial OEV (*OEV*~*0*~) was assumed to be 10^5^ and the constant *a* was set to 50, values selected during prior work developing an SIR-EAKF model for RSV ([@bib65]). The observed infections are taken as a running mean of the prior 3 weeks ($\overline{OBS}$), allowing *OEV* to rise and fall with observed incidence.

To utilize the EAKF, an ensemble of model realizations is required. Here we used 300 ensemble members for each outbreak simulation, where each ensemble member was initialized independently from a wide range of initial state variable and parameter conditions ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}), as previously described ([@bib65]). We further ran each 300-member simulation five times to account for any stochastic effects during initialization. As our principal aim was to estimate *D* and *R*~*0*~, we ran a series of estimation tests using the SIR-EAKF and 'synthetic' (i.e. model-generated) data that resembled different viral outbreaks (see SI). These synthetic tests demonstrated the ability of our SIR-EAKF to adequately converge to the parameters used to generate the synthetic data.Table 4The range of initial state variables for the SIR model for each virus.Table 4Variable or parameterInitialized RangeDistributionSusceptible, *S*1.1 × 10^5^ --3.9 × 10^5^ people;\
μ = 23.6 × 10^4^; σ = 5.7 × 10^4^NormalInfectious, *I*One to 1.5 × 10^3^ people; μ = 14.8ExponentialInitial *D* ± range3--8 daysUniformInitial *R*~*0*~ range1.3--4Uniform

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Simulation {#sec3.1}
---------------

The observed and simulated outbreaks, taken as an average over each of the 19 regions, again reveal differences among the epidemic curves of the different respiratory viruses ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). RSV is the most regular and rAD is the least regular of the simulated viruses. Simulation of highly regular outbreaks such as RSV had a high correlation with observed data (r^2^ = 0.98), whereas simulation of irregular outbreaks, such as rAD, had low correlations (r^2^ = 0.30, [S1 Table](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). The fraction of observations that falls within the 90% and 50% credible intervals of all posterior ensemble ranges between 0.70--0.86 and 0.55--0.66, respectively, depending on the virus (see [S1 Table](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). These ranges indicate that the ensemble-estimated credible intervals are slightly too narrow.Fig. 2Observed outbreaks of each virus shown as a mean across the 19 overlapping U.S. regional data. Each season was simulated independently. Rhinovirus winter and fall outbreaks were each simulated independently. The dotted lines show the 5th and 95th percentile across all regions.Fig. 2

We quantified the variability of four epidemic characteristics: value of peak intensity, timing of peak intensity, mean cases (percentage of positive tests per week), and onset of the epidemic. The CDC defines an onset threshold for RSV as 10% positivity, but does not specify an onset threshold for the other viruses we simulate. Here, we define onset threshold as the mean level for each virus over all locations and epidemic weeks simulated, e.g. the RSV data on average were 9.4% positive. Based on quantification of these four characteristics, RSV outbreaks are the least variable, whereas the other viruses show considerably more variability ([S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} Fig). Of the four epidemic characteristics, the strongest predictor of simulation fit was variability in peak timing. [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows that model fit, as measured by r^2^, has a strong negative correlation with the observed variability of the timing of peak intensity. [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} suggests that a compartmental model will yield an r^2^ ≥ 0.5 with a mean observed standard deviation of peak timing of eight weeks or fewer.Fig. 3The model fit (r^2^) is negatively correlated with observed standard deviation of observed peak timing (weeks).Fig. 3

3.2. Parameter estimation {#sec3.2}
-------------------------

[Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} presents boxplots of the basic reproductive number, *R*~*0*~, and the infection period, *D*, estimated on the last week of simulation for each outbreak. Across the six different viral groupings, the mean estimate of *R*~*0*~ range is 2.3--3.0, with a lower and upper quartile range of 2.0--2.8 and 2.6--3.2, respectively. Synthetic tests show that estimation *R*~*0*~ but not *R*~*E*~ depend on the initialization of S, and median estimates of *R*~*E*~ are shown in [S5](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} Fig. The mean length of infection *D* varies 4.4--5.6 days, with the upper and lower interquartile ranges varying 3.7--4.9 and 5.1--6.3, respectively. As discussed, rAD has a relatively irregular seasonality and is unstructured, and this irregular shape may account for its relatively low *R*~*0*~ and high *D*. [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} lists the mean estimates of the parameters at the week of outbreak peak intensity and on the last week of simulation. RSV has the highest *R*~*0*~ (2.8 at peak) and the lowest length of infection, *D*, (5.2 days). Conversely, rAD and PIV types 1--2 had the lowest *R*~*0*~ (2.3 each at peak timing) and greatest value of *D* (5.5 each).Fig. 4Estimates of *R*~*0*~ (top plot) and *D* (bottom plot) for each virus shown as a boxplot. Estimates were obtained on the last week of outbreak simulation.Fig. 4Table 5Mean estimates of parameters *R*~*0*~ and *D* at the week of peak intensity and on the last week of outbreak simulation.Table 5Respiratory VirusRSVrADRhinovirus winterRhinovirus fallPIV1-2PIV3*R*~*0*~ at peak timing2.822.342.602.712.312.53*D* at peak timing5.165.495.245.245.535.29*R*~*0*~ on last week3.022.332.462.522.492.69*D* on last week4.445.395.645.354.994.58

[Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} show the median parameter estimates of *R*~*0*~ and *D* as a time series throughout the simulation over each region. The shaded region shows the 25--75% ensemble result and the dotted lines show the minimum and maximum. We performed sensitivity analysis for the above estimates by shifting the initial prior range of *D* and repeating the simulation and parameter estimation. [S3 and S4](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} Figures show *R*~*0*~ and *D*, respectively, over the simulation period when *D* is initialized with an initial prior range shifted ±4 days above or below the values listed in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} (for convenience this simulation will be referred to as the baseline). As shown, the values of *D* are sensitive to the initial prior. The value of *R*~*0*~ converges to the baseline value for rAD and rhinovirus, but the change in initialization has a greater impact on the final value of *R*~*0*~ for RSV and PIV, although these values vary by less than one, suggesting that *R*~*0*~ is not overly sensitive to changes in the simulation initialization. The effective reproductive number, *R*~*E*~, moreover, converges within the simulation period ([S5](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} Fig.). We also provide estimates of *R*~*E*~ and β (*R*~*0*~/*D*) for the baseline simulation ([S6](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} Fig.).Fig. 5Estimates of *R*~*0*~ as an average time series for each virus. The shaded region shows the 25--75% interval. Doted lines show the minimum and maximum ensemble values.Fig. 5Fig. 6Estimates of *D* as an average time series for each virus. The shaded region shows the 25--75% interval, with dotted lines indicating the maximum and minimum.Fig. 6

3.3. Geographical variation of parameter estimates {#sec3.3}
--------------------------------------------------

[Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} map the values of *R*~*0*~ and *D*, respectively, in the continental U.S., showing the mean parameter values, from weeks 7 to the end of the simulation, in each state as an average of the corresponding CD and HHS regions. RSV has a lower *R*~*0*~ in Florida and the southeast than in other states, which may be a reflection of the type of data simulated here, percent positive, versus the number of hospitalizations that has been used in previous work ([@bib63]). Overall, *R*~*0*~ was the highest for RSV outbreaks and the lowest for outbreaks of parainfluenza virus types 1--2 in northern states. These maps show a greater spatial variation in *D* than in *R*~*0*~.Fig. 7Estimates of mean *R*~*0*~ plotted in the continental U.S. Because Census Divisions and HHS regions overlap, the mean estimate from both regional groupings was taken for each state.Fig. 7Fig. 8Estimates of mean *D* plotted in the continental U.S. Because Census Divisions and HHS regions overlap, the mean estimate from both regional groupings was taken for each state.Fig. 8

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

In this paper, we simulated outbreaks of four respiratory viruses that often present as ILI, including simulations of respiratory adenovirus, rhinovirus, and parainfluenza virus. Prior estimates of epidemiological parameters for these three viruses were derived mainly from clinical work ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}), but here we provide estimates of the reproductive number, *R*~*0*~, and the length of illness, *D*, using broad epidemiological surveillance data.

Model simulations were well correlated with observed infection rates for rhinovirus, RSV, and PIV. The simulations were less strongly correlated with rAD observations, whose irregularity may reflect co-circulation of multiple serotypes or sparse reporting due to high asymptomatic infection rates or more limited testing. Should more active surveillance and testing for rAd occur in the future, outbreaks may be better resolved and simulated. Alternatively, other model forms might be tested in the future and might improve simulation. For the other viruses, the high correlation of the modeled data to the observations suggests that the SIR compartmental model is a reasonable form for representing transmission dynamics. We deliberately chose this simple model form so that it could be applied to a wide variety of respiratory viral outbreaks.

For RSV, our mean estimate of *D* and *R*~*0*~ of 5.2 days and 2.8, respectively, are within published clinical and modeling estimates ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Our estimate of the infection period, *D*, for rAD conforms to clinical observations, while our estimate of *R*~*0*~ of 2.3 is lower than the attack rate of 55% observed for the virulent strain 7 h, which seems to be more prevalent in low-income countries ([@bib29]; [@bib58]; [@bib66]; [@bib73]) but has also been found in the US and Canada ([@bib12]). The great diversity of rAD serotypes and their characteristics ([@bib22]; [@bib52]) precludes identifying a single *R*~*0*~ for all rAD species. Fall and winter outbreaks of rhinovirus, which we simulated separately, may be caused by different strains; however, the mean *R*~*0*~ value of rhinovirus in the fall (2.7, September to December) was only slightly higher than it was for outbreaks beginning in the winter (2.6, February through July), but with a greater upper range ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Overall the *R*~*0*~ we inferred was at the high end of the range estimated from observations of household viral spread (roughly 1.5--2.5) and higher than a previous modeling estimate ([@bib45]). Even so, it is possible that the *R*~*0*~ of rhinovirus is in fact still greater than here estimated due to the relatively mild symptoms expressed with rhinovirus infection that typically do not require medical attention. Clinical estimates of the infection period, *D*, for PIV subtypes vary widely from 3 days to two weeks ([@bib4]; [@bib15]; [@bib31]), and our estimates fall in the middle at slightly less than one week (5.5 and 5.3 days for PIV 1--2 and PIV 3, respectively), though our sensitivity analyses indicate that this parameter is not strongly constrained. Although a prior estimate found a higher estimate of *R*~*0*~ for PIV ([@bib45]), our inferred values ([Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}) are among the smallest of the four viruses simulated, suggesting a less contagious pattern of transmission than RSV or rhinovirus.

Here we inferred epidemiological parameters using the EAKF, which provides a probability distribution for each estimate. In this study, we initialized the model susceptible and infectious state variables and *D* and *R*~*0*~ parameters from a random uniform range. To evaluate the sensitivity of the estimates, we varied the initialization of parameter *D* ± 4 days from the values derived from clinical work ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}). [S3 --S5](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} Figs show that the impact on the estimate of *R*~*0*~ and *R*~*E*~ was minor while the estimate of *D* was sensitive to initialization.

In the future, these four respiratory viruses could be further interrogated to identify factors affecting outbreak timing and intensity, such as events where vulnerable populations mix with other critical subpopulations, or geospatial or climatic associations with intensification of viral outbreaks ([@bib63]; [@bib71]). These viral outbreaks could be simulated to then explore scenarios that foster intense transmission, which could alert public health authorities to the most dangerous combination of risk factors. Similarly, computational experiments could be used to help evaluate potential interventions to limit infection, such as reduced contact with infected groups when infection rates are high or greater preparedness in hospitals and clinics for high volume of respiratory illnesses.

Appendix A. Supplementary data {#appsec1}
==============================
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